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Friday AM Session Summary 
  
Introduction to 2017 Conference 
 

How Sacred Space Has Been Prepared 
 
The Triad Requests a Pyramid 
A copper Pyramid was placed outside for our use during the conference. It had the same exact 
dimensions as the Giza Pyramid. 

The most important thing that the Triad asked of us is that communication - that we take the time 
to sit in the open air with an open mind, because it will increase our communication out and in. 
So speaking and hearing, it will help us all. And that’s again part of what we’re walking into is 
improved communication with a lot of Beings, with each other. We formed our I AM Circle and 
introduced ourselves with the full Essence of Who We Are.  

Holographic Sphere Encompassing the Room 
Melainah shared that they have asked that we presented ourselves as our I AM Presence. And 
using the Sound of our voices, we added another level of refined frequencies of our individuated 
consciousness to the fabric of the environment. 

The Triad Enters Center of our Sphere to Welcome Us 
Joan asked us to be aware that Lord Metatron, Lord Michael, and Lord Melchizedek are present. 
We welcomed the Triad. As we presented ourself in our I AM Presence, they received each one 
of us in great Joy. 

Jana led us in a chant and toning to center and set our energy as a Collective Consciousness 

We have set the Sacred Space and as you gather, Beloveds, all realms of creation are with you 
and present to co-create in this event, co-create the opening and gateways not just throughout 
your world, but throughout the Cosmos. Channels of communication that are now open to you 
are massive. 

So it is not Great Beings leading you, for you are part of that Collective Consciousness, 
Beloveds. There is no separation. You have gathered in your Mastery to bring forth to the realms 
of form a new era of transformation and communication and co-creation. You have set the tone, 
the sound current, and you have created it in your realm of form, in this room - a Sacred space 
from which to create with us. And so it is. 
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Metatron and the Triad Configuration 
Joan channels  Lord Metatron: 

The Triad Configuration 
Greetings, It is I, Metatron. 

I come as that Triad configuration, but understand, Beloveds: It is so much more. The crucible 
that you have created to be with us in these next few days is massive. And the Collective 
Consciousness that is available to you is extensive. You must understand this and FEEL the 
energetic Presence, because it is so massive, extending to all realms of creation, to the very 
Source from which we all emanate. 

The Etheric Crystal 
I would like to speak with you first about the Etheric Crystal that is now in place and functioning. 
It rested in the Lake Portal from the last conference. This Etheric Crystal was gifted to you to use 
in your Earth service, to help amplify what you are creating and to all the Cosmos. Last year, you 
set some very important foundations for the use and the interface with this crystalline 
configuration. 

Understand - from your perception, you see this Etheric Crystal as more of an emanation that 
you associated with the minerals of the Earth. It is so much more than that. It is a Light 
emanation that has many levels and iterations. Last year, you experienced it only at the 
beginning foundational levels. As you can already sense and feel in your bodies, it has been 
amplified as it hovers around this entire area and will remain here as long as you gather. Then it 
will retire again to the Portal, to retain everything that is created and transmit it not just from that 
portal but throughout the Cosmos. 

It is that huge of an emanation of Light. And you need to be aware of that, because you are part 
of that Light frequency. And, as you work together in these projects, you increase the availability 
that is transmitted through those holographic projections from Andromeda. 

Shifting into an Epi-kinetic Body Form 
So this is important for you to recognize. It is also important to start to get into the energetic and 
the vibratory levels that are now flowing through your physical body. It is changing your physical 
body and refining it. It will look the same. And when you touch others, it will feel the same. But it 
is not. You are shifting into an epi-kinetic body form, which is your Light Body, which is your 5th 
6th 7th dimensional vehicle. Now, it is not all set and in place that you will notice a great change, 
but that epi-kinetic body is starting to open within each individual body of you, each one of you. 

Our Collective Crucible 
And as you gather in these Collective Consciousness groups physically, this is important, but 
also on your tele-conference calls, you gather in that bubble that you created, that energetic 
Crucible of Collective Consciousness. 
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And it will be invaluable to you in the coming years, as you gather. Much of what occurs here, as 
you physically gather with us will be very clear to you, the energetics will be very understood in 
your body and you will not go into that rational mind of yours to practice anything. You will be 
processing pure energy, pure Light vibrations. 

And it is because of the Collective Consciousness of this group that you will hold that very 
specifically and very dynamically. Even if some of you will feel like you have gone unconscious, 
know that you have not. The body may have gone into a sleep mode of a level, but your 
consciousness in this group dynamic is very present, aware. 

So do not worry, as you disperse and go to your residence, that you can’t remember, or you 
can’t recall the feelings in the body that you feel now, here. It is there. But it is this Collective 
Crucible that amplifies it to enable you to know it, very tangibly. 

Understand - this energetic Crucible is also with you always and especially when you gather on 
conference calls, when the group comes together to co-create, to receive. It is engaged at the 
same level energetically as what is present here that is very tangible to you, because each one 
of you has come in your mastery, in your Divine Essence, as that individual Christ 
Consciousness, as well as the Collective Christ Consciousness. 

And this is what is important, because as you walk in your daily life, and you walk the Earth, that 
individual and Collective Christ Consciousness is transmitted. This is the level that this group 
has created... 

You have been together for a long time. And this embodiment is the creme of the creme. For 
many, it was rough starts. But now you know. You searched for a long time: ‘Why am I here? 
Why am I doing this? Now you know. And you will never doubt again. 

Opening Time Locks 
So, we have many things to co-create in these next three days: Time Locks to open, parts of 
yourself that will be brought online. The Electro-magnetic body that you now are very stably 
anchored in will be still usable. It must be present, to a degree, to operate in your world. 

But that Epi-kinetic body, because of the beauty and functioning of that 4th Triad, amplified the 
electrical components that affect the neurology of your body dramatically. And the fact that that 
8th chakra has descended into the body - your Higher Mind is functioning at a whole different 
level in the body. 

So the thoughts that you think are no longer from your ego mind, but they come from that part of 
you that is Divine and that is Masterful. 

Moving Forward in Our Service Work 
So, as we move forward in these service projects, in these teachings, you will have at your 
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disposal so many more tools to implement, because of the frequencies that you hold within your 
body, the vibrations that are there on a consistent basis. There’s no stress in the way in which 
you process what is given to you, because so much of what happens when we use this vehicle 
to communicate to you at a more physical level is not just in the words that are said. It’s in the 
vibration that is present. But it is also in a much larger context of a Holographic Projection of 
massive thought that comes forth. 

Many of you have said in your calls, "There are no words to voice what I know and what I feel.” 
And this is true. So even though words are coming forth from this vehicle’s mouth to in some 
way bring into the world a concept, these concepts are massive, and they don’t come through 
the language per se. They come through the sound currents of the voice itself. 

So, therefore it’s so important to now feel/know that energy in your body. Throughout this 
weekend, we will be working with you to refine the reception of these Sound Currents and make 
them much more usable. 

So, we are delighted to be part of this Masterful Collective Consciousness. And as we move 
forward, we move forward with immense impetus and energetics that will propel not only your 
consciousness individually but the consciousness that is available on Earth at this time. 
Blessings! 
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Brief Summary of the Year 2017 Accomplishments 
John’s Summary of what our group accomplished in the past year: 

Last year, as you know, we did an amazing job of retrieving 3 Light Templates, along with 

basically, because of the energy that we put out, also a 4th one. But that had to be another 

group that shut the door on that one. It just is so significant what we did. You may not remember, 

but they basically said at the time it would take about a year before we would really see some of 

the results. Our accomplishments summarized: 

It helped in our ability to receive and activate the 4th Triad, which of course, impacted the Ark of 

the Covenant, because of its electrical charge that it emanates. 

We also activated the Seed Crystals and made usable the Indigo Color Codes and Sound 

frequencies. 

And all of this contributed to another massive opening of the Sacred Heart Consciousness and a 

viable Presence of the Holy Spirit. That was the first month! 

This also provided us an awareness of the OverSoul, the Christed OverSoul, and the Christed 

Mind. 

The transformation of the mental emotional body continued to take place. 

And the massive influx of Light, Sound, and Color Codes. 

 

The Role of the Different Templates  
The 1st one had to do with the 5th Dimension and the Collective Consciousness in Unity. It 
helped to create a lot of stability. 

The 2nd Template was in the 6th Dimension and it brought in the vast Magnetics of Source 
energy. 

The 3rd one came in through the 7th Dimension, which is the last dimension where you no 
longer have a physical body. We’ll talk more about that later when we talk about the Inner Earth. 

These Templates were amazing, not just for us but, what we don’t realize, it was significant for 
the entire Earth. And that’s something we sometimes don’t talk about. But what we do is very 
valuable for everybody. 

It also made it very possible, and this was really significant: 
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The Descent of the 8th Chakra and OverSoul into the Body 
The descent of the 8th chakra and the Over Soul into the body. But that really just happened 

about two months ago and sort of fit in about two weeks ago. So that was one of the last big 

things that happened. 

 

Our 2017 Conference Objective 
Melainah reviewed how our processes in the 2016 Conference was that we opened those 3 

Time Locks and then the 4th Time Lock was opened as a result of everything that we had been 

able to accomplish. 

 

Our objective this conference is to retrieve three more Light Templates.  

Melainah spoke about putting this year’s conference together and how it was all about the 
energetics. 
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Friday PM Session Summary 
 

Inner Earth Inhabitants 

Telosians: 5th 6th 7th dimensional level 

Lemurians: 8th 9th 10th dimensional level 

Luminaries: 12th dimensional and beyond, Christ Consciousness 

The Andara Collective: beyond the 12th dimension. Responsible for holding stably the Christed 
Matrix on, in Planet Earth. 

Unlocking the 5th dimensional Time Lock 2017 
All our work was done from inside the Holographic Sphere with all the Great Beings. Melainah 
led us. 

We were operating as a 7th dimensional Collective Consciousness, supported by the Etheric 
Crystal from the Lake Portal, using the Light Beam projection device from Andromeda. 

We were first guided by An-nah, our Inner Earth liaison. Each of us joined with our Telosian 
aspect using our activated Seed Crystals and Recorder Cell to share energetics. 

Then we were guided by Ko-Ra-Zan, an Earth historian, who was being projected in his epi-
kinetic body, along with Ah-nah and three Telosians. 

We were taken by vertical and horizontal elevators deep into the bowels of Telos. We walked 
some distance into an area that has been sealed for a very long time, through tunnels and down 
steps, through three doorways whose code to open them Ko-Ra-Zan was given that day, and 
finally into a large cavern. 

One of the cavern walls disappeared and our group moved on without our guides, into a 
holographic projection of the beautiful world of Lemuria - designed to stimulate our senses and 
our memory codes. 

We were next guided by Great Elfin Beings and Earth 4-legged horse-like Beings through a 
magical forest of devas and fairies, to the base of a mountain. 

Our group went on as a Collective Consciousness, without guides. 

We went through a corridor, took a sharp right turn, and made our way to the Lights. 

We were in a chamber whose walls are pulsing and vibrating with Sound and Color. Each of us 
found our spot and placed our hands and forehead on the wall. 
And when we were all in place, the 5th Time Lock opened in an explosion of Light. 
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We took those Light Templates into our Beingness, our consciousness, our body. 

Once the Light receded, the Guides led us back to the cavern. 

The wall opening closed and the Light Beam returned us to our surface conference room. 

Connecting with three Star Gates Channeling from the Triad with 
Joan 
Be aware of your Axiatonal lines extending into Inner Earth and the Cosmos. Be aware of the 
spinning of the Spin points. 
We will together create Spin points within three Star Gates. 

Arcturian Star Gate 

As we entered this Portal we were guided by an Arcturian Elder and all of the Arcturian 
communities together. With our attention and intention, we slowly started the spin point spinning, 
noticing the Light emanating from this spinning focal point as the rotations increased. There 
were many Colors present. 

We noticed the lovely Sound tone, which you could feel in your body, in your Heart. 

The stable vibration set invited us to receive and transmit thought forms, from our OverSoul, our 
Higher Mind, our Christ Consciousness. 

We opened our crown, pineal, 3rd Eye, and medulla center and received the Tele-thoughts 
projected from the Arcturian Collective Consciousness. Beyond words - pure Thought. 

The Arcturian Elder Artemis spoke to us the gratitude of the Arcturians, who have long awaited 
this moment, and were ready to have two-way conversations with us, as we continue 
developing. At first these conversations would be perceived when we focus attention on this spin 
point as a feeling, or the Light of the spin point, or the Sound of the spin point. 

Sirian Star Gate 
We were welcomed by the Archangelic Sirian Collective, whom we met last year briefly. We and 
they together now slowly activated this spin point Star Gate, just as we did for the Arcturian Star 
Gate. We noticed the Light, Colors, and Sound Tones. 

Within this spinning vortice, we noticed the Presence of the whales and dolphins who have held 
this vibration for a long time in bodies, in the waters of the Earth. 
The Sirian Collective Consciousness 

Greeted us in Joy. Our lines of communication were now wide open. 

"You are now part of our Community. 
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We look forward to the imprinting you and we will create together on Earth to re-awaken the 
Earth, the Elementals, and the Inner Earth Beings, many of whom come from this Star System 
and sacrificed themselves to come to Earth to be of service.” 

Pleiadian Star Gate 
We carried ourselves with ease through the Axiatonal line to this Star Gate. 

We were met by three Pleiadian Elders. Together with them, we slowly created this Spin point. 
We joined their focus with the focus emanating from our 3rd Eye and projected a beautiful 
brilliant White Light into the Spin point. 

Again we notice the Light, the Colors of two magnificent Collective Consciousnesses - Human 
and Pleiadian, and the Sounds elevated us into a state of Ecstasy. 

The Pleiadian Collective 
Spoke to us and we created a Star Gate Collective Consciousness. 

"We have been close by with you in many, many, many emanations. Very soon now, the DNA 
structure will alter dramatically within each one of you. All twelve will soon be a very viable, 
active energetic resource for each one of you. 

We are delighted you have created with us this channel of communication. We are united! Oh 
such Joy we feel! 

Let us now together join with the Star Beings of Arcturus and Sirius and create a Collective 
Consciousness of Humans, Pleiadians, Arcturians, Sirians! 

The Triad Speaks of Unification 
Spoke again of the unification that had just occurred - that the unification that had just occurred 
was expected. 

Opening this 5th Time Lock elevated Humanity to where it could occur. We stayed silent and 
stayed in this energy of Integrations for as long as we could. 
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Saturday AM Session 
 
Gabriel led us in a Centering Meditation 
 
Opening the 6th Dimensional Time Lock 2017  

Melainah: We started at the 7th dimensional frequency level. 

The Andromedan Light Beam was projected into the center of our conference room. We walked 
through and we were in the cavern we had exited from the day before. 

We were again greeted by An-nah, our Inner Earth liaison, who told us that today another wall 
would be opened for us. We would step into a higher frequency of Lemuria than yesterday. 

Our Guides were the Winged Ones from the Air Element. We climbed aboard these Winged 
Beings and watched the beautiful view as they flew. 

We arrived at our first stop, a clear Crystal structure. It was a very large sphere - filling the inside 
of the sphere and extending through the top was a pyramid. 

A group of vaporous looking 8th 9th 10th dimensional Lemurians spoke to us. 

8th 9th 10th Dimensional Lemurians and the Cosmic Solar 
Chamber 
This is a Cosmic Solar Chamber prepared just for you to assist you in experiencing yourself at 
higher vibratory rates. Please enter and choose a reclining seat. 

Close your eyes and listen to the music. Colors will flow throughout the structure. 

Electrical impulses carried on the specific Sound and Color frequencies will be carried into your 
seats, your body, your consciousness. 

When our vibrational rate had increased, without our conscious awareness, positive images 
were being flashed into our consciousness, imaging us in various incarnations, dimensions, and 
time sequences, to reflect Who We Are as that 12th dimensional Christed Being of Light. 

We experienced all this, then returned and remounted our Winged Guides. 

Toning to Receive the Light Templates 
We arrived at a Sound Temple that many of us used to frequent when we lived there. We went 
to the center of the room and started Toning, along with the crystal bowls. 

We reached the required frequency and the Light in the Temples became a brilliant Gold as the 
Time Lock is opened. 

We received the Light Templates and were bathed in that Golden Light. 
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Our Lemurian family embraces us and tells us this will always be Home for most of us. Our Light 
Beam transports us through various levels of the Inner Earth, transforming it along the way, then 
back into our time and space of our conference room. 
 

The Triad Speaks About the Blue Crystal and Andromeda 
This Blue Crystal was a gift of Source to Earth from the very beginning. It was pure Source Light 
Energy, containing emanations of Knowledge from the level of creative Source. It is the Source 
of your Being, the Light that you ARE. 

As the Elohim made Earth more dense so it could better radiate Christ Consciousness out to the 
other planets, it was very important that all Christ Conscious Beings coming to Earth have this 
Blue Crystal emanation available. 

The Union you created yesterday of Humans, Pleiadians, Arcturians, and Sirians allows you to 
open the channel to the Andromeda Collective Consciousness. 

This 15th dimensional Andromeda Collective oversees what is transmitted from this Blue Crystal 
through these Star Gate interfaces, in a step-down mechanism. This could only happen after we 
successfully opened the 5th and 6th Dimensional Time Locks on that day and the day before. 

The Consortium of Andromeda Elders 
We have waited for a long time to share what we have nurtured for Earth for eons. 

We are delighted you are now capable of using these channels of communication. We were able 
to retain Christ Consciousness in our Galaxy, when your Milky Way Galaxy was not able to 
retain it. 

Your diligent community of Light is making a difference for Earth and for the Cosmos because 
you carry that Christ Consciousness. 

In the next year, invite us into your Collective and personal consciousness so we may unite with 
you in the common purpose of elevating Christ Consciousness to new levels of experience for all 
Beings, all Cosmoses, all Galaxies, all Universes. 

The Blue Crystal Channeling From Triad and Andromedan Elders 
The Earth and Humanity have reached a new pinnacle of evolvement and the transformation 
continues. Even though you may see a lot of disruption in the world, do not get caught up in the 
chaos. 

Be who you Are! 

Lead your life in perfection of a Light Being, a source of pure Christed Energy. Love those 
caught up in chaos and have compassion for their pain. 
Do not try to rescue others. They must create their own transformation. But love and bless what 
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you see in the outside world. Shine your Light! Trust that the negativity of the world is falling 
away. 

After you leave this physical gathering, this beautiful Crucible of Light we created here remains 
available to you, this Collective Bubble - draw on it! 

Simply direct your attention into this Holographic Sphere to access it. 

And the Blue Light of the Blue Crystal of Knowledge shines brightly. Channels to the Crystal of 
Knowledge have opened - use them! 
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Saturday PM Session Summary 
 
Activating the Elementals Joan Channeling the All That Is 
Together with the Inner Earth, the Stargate, and the Andromeda communities, we projected the 
massive Light we carry as Christed Beings into all parts of the Earth, including the Inner Earth 
communities, into the Mineral kingdom raising it up and fully engaging it in this Light vibration, 
into the Crystalline Grid of Earth in a way that will never dissipate, and into the Earth, Fire, 
Water, and Air Elementals of Earth. 

This magnificent projection of Collective Christed Light affected all parts of the Universe. 

The Elementals now being free to create a New Earth. 

They will assist the Mineral Kingdom and the Crystalline Grid to maintain this Light. 

This Crucible we have just created is also permanently within each of us, each Being. Every 
place we walk on Earth we plant the seeds of hope, Love, and Light, creating a pathway that 
coming generations will use for a very, very, very long time. 

Corridors deep within the Earth contaminated since the fall of consciousness, are now closed 
forever. 

We have opened new corridors and pathways and filled them with Light for all to follow. We will 
learn much about these corridors in the coming years and will be shown technologies beyond 
our current imagination. 

Feeling our feet on Mother Earth, grounding into Mother Earth. She is waiting for this connection. 
We then toned as a group for about ten minutes, with Jana leading. 
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Sunday AM Session Summary 
 
Gabriel Centering Meditation 
The Archangels have drawn very close to us at that moment, for at that juncture of our Gathering 
great Light was needed. 

Feel our Light, our Love, our Embrace and draw it in! This is a very important day beloveds! 
Be centered in your Sacred heart, grounded in the Earth energy, but connect to the realms of 
Source and to the Archangels. Be very present in the moment. And stand tall in your Mastery! 

Joan: We have been asking Guidance for a month now to give us more information about this 
7th Dimensional, 7th Time Lock. And they kept saying, ‘it’s not time. It is so massive and it is 
very dependent on what happens within our group dynamic as we proceed in the 5th and 6th 
Openings.’ So last evening and this morning they began to talk to Melainah. And with what they 
said comes a responsibility for this group to assume. 

Commitment to Law of One and Do No Harm 
Melainah: Our mission today is immense. And it will require a commitment from each and every 
one of you. 

If we are allowed to open this 7th Time Lock this morning, the potentialities and power of what 
might again be possible has them questioning if we can hold this frequency, hold this space. 

They are asking for a commitment from all of us known as the Law of One. Will you make a 
commitment to these Great Beings, to these Consciousnesses, but to yourself, to do no harm? 

Our Group Collective Commitment 
Mary was our spokesperson for our group Collective Consciousness at a certain point in our 
Journey. 

We were being in our Mastery. We held our Essence and let it flow through her as she spoke. 

Jean Luc Video Voyage into Infinity with Whales and Dragons 
Joan: This video we are about to watch will help us reach the required frequency to make this 
commitment. It is about the White Dragon Energy, the Fire Energy, and the concept of ‘Divine’ 
which will be replacing our concept of Divine Masculine Divine Feminine. 
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Opening of the 7th Time Lock Journey 
[Everyone physically has in their hand an Andara Stone or Arkansas Crystal] 

Melainah led us on this journey. With every one of us physically having their hand on an Andara 
or Quartz Crystal - Our Light Beam again projected us into the Inner Earth Land of Lemuria, into 
a beautiful place that felt like a sanctuary. 

We placed our Andaras and Crystals in a circle by a reflecting pond. 
Channeling from the Inner Earth 12th Dimensional Luminaries 

Joan: We operate only in that Collective Consciousness realm of 12th dimension. Draw close 
with us now in that iteration of you that is vast. 

As you merge with our Energy, your frequency now resonates in a 12th dimensional state of 
consciousness - Collective Christ Consciousness. This is required of you to proceed. 

We are here to assist you to maintain this frequency with us as we proceed. 

We retrieve our crystals, which have been encoded by the Andarans and the Luminaries with 
12th dimensional Energy. 

We were projected into deeper levels of Inner Earth, into the realm of the White Fire Dragon of 
Inner Earth, who is a balanced expression of ‘Divine’ and who is the Guardian of the 7th 
dimensional Time Lock since it was placed at the fall of consciousness. 

We presented ourselves to the White Fire Dragon to gain passage to proceed. 

The Group Commitment to the Law of One and Retrieving the 7th Light Template 

We collectively stepped forward and stated ourselves as the Grid Masters, with Mary as 
spokesperson. 
When asked why we were there, we replied to retrieve the 7th Light Template, to open the Time 
Lock. 

And when asked what our intention was, we replied that our intention, as an alliance of Masters, 
as a harmonic of our Collective is to embody this Light Template, to imprint it, to realize the Law 
of One in complete neutrality and Unconditional Love, Undifferentiated Light and Love, to seed it 
into the planet, to anchor it and walk the Earth, to create a grid of New Earth, and to carry this 
with us to radiate into all dimensions, all time, spaces. 

When asked if our Collective Group makes the commitment to imprint the grid with the 
consciousness of the Law of One, we responded with a resounding Yes! 

And asked whether we make that same commitment to ourselves, we again resounded with 
Yes! 
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The White Fire Dragon Channeling  

 Melainah channels White Fire Dragon, Guardian of 7th Dimensional Time Lock 

I have received your Essence and permission is granted for you to proceed. You are but a small 
Collective group, but the seeds of change must begin somewhere. And it begins with you. 
We are honored to stand before you and accept your commitment. That commitment resounds 
through all the realms of the Inner Earth, to the consciousness of All Things, is imprinted in the 
fabric of all of these Great Beings who are here with you, supporting you in this mission. 

It has been told for eons of time that someday, somehow these Time Locks would once again be 
opened. Little did we know it would be a group of humans, still residing in a 3rd dimensional 
body, who would be able to do this! Do you understand how great a feat that is! 

We do. We are amazed. We are honored to be in your Presence and to be of service to you. So 
many things went awry many, many eons ago. Your open Hearts - we trust that you will protect 
all the beautiful things that are coming into your awareness. 

So your next challenge now - as you see, there is a wall of Fire behind me. You must walk 
through that wall of fire. As you go, remember that the Fire Element is an alchemical catalyst of 
transformation. With the opening of this Time Lock, with your walking through this Fire of 
Transformation, nothing will be ever the same. You will never be the same. 

We wish you safe passage. We look forward to seeing what you can do. So, if you would step 
through the Fire. 

We emerged to where the shards exist of what is left of the base of the Blue Crystal. 

Toning the Sound Code to Open the 7th Time Lock 
The Andromedans were projecting the full Holographic Image of the Blue Crystal into this space, 
with all the Great Beings of our Holographic Sphere, the Star Gate Beings, and the Inner Earth 
Beings helping us hold stable the frequencies. 

As the frequencies of the Blue Crystal increased, we were transported to the Time Lock. 

In front of us appeared to be a scale of sorts. We carefully place one by one our encoded 
Crystals and Andaras, keeping it balanced. 

With Jana leading, we all toned the Sound Code to open the Time Lock: Na Ha Ta until we 
reached the required frequency range for the Time Lock to open. 

The Journey of the Opening of the 7th Time Lock 
We opened ourselves and breathed in the massive Energetics of this Time Lock, the most 
refined frequencies we have ever encountered as Humans. We let it merge with the very fabric 
of our Being. 
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When we were ready, we carefully removed our Crystals and Andaras, one by one. We were 
transported back to the room with the Blue Crystal. 

We reveled in its magnificence. We allowed this tremendous gift to be imprinted in our 
consciousness. 
Finally we had to leave. With tremendous Love and gratitude for all the Beings there - the 
Luminaries, the Andarans, the White Fire Dragon of Inner Earth. 

Once we had left, the Andromedans returned the main portion of the Blue Crystal back to 
Andromeda for safekeeping. 

They left a small segment here, in the 12th dimensional Christed Matrix of Inner Earth and in the 
Sacred Heart of Humans. 

So may the true Wisdom be returned to the consciousness of this World. 

We were returned to the sanctuary area, breathing it in, taking it into our memory codes, 
knowing that this Inner World has been forever changed by our Presence. 

We returned through all the layers and dimensions of Inner Earth, altering them as we passed 
through, raising their frequency, and back to our surface conference room time and space. 

Final Channeling from Metatron in the Triad on the 7th Dimensional Template 

As way showers and facilitators to bring forth these Light Templates to humanity, your work must 
now be done in great precision. 

A dispensation was given to each and every one of you in the first month of 2017. 

It is a real energetic beloveds. There is no rush. 

It will take 3 years of Earth time to integrate this massive 7th dimensional Template. Within those 
3 years, your body will no longer have to struggle to be fully in 5th dimension. 

Integrating the 7th Dimensional Template 
Integrating the 7th Dimensional Template is all about Collective Christ Consciousness 

First you have to drop many perceptions of yourself as the individual because the 7th 
dimensional Template is all about Collective Christ Consciousness. The body will come along 
and shift in its dimensional frequency. 

Do not be concerned about the process - only know that it is happening. 

One of the things we wish to communicate with you today is this perception of 
masculine/feminine energy. DROP IT. DROP IT TODAY! 

The Divine Masculine the Divine Feminine are not separate, but a unit of Divinity. You are 
required to hold this new level of unification in your body. Drop the concept even of Divine 
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Feminine Divine Masculine. We’ll temporarily replace it with the Yin/Yang concept. 

It has a Tone to it, a Sound to it. You are only defined by your Divinity. 

Merging into Unity the 5th 6th 7th Dimensional Templates from 2016 and 2017 

We then merged the 2016 5th dimensional Light Template into the vaster 2017, 5th dimensional 
Light Template. Then infused this merged 5th dimensional Template with the Undifferentiated 
Light and Love of Christ Consciousness from the 7th dimensional Template. 

We then merged the 2016 6th dimensional Light Template into the vaster 2017 6th dimensional 
Light Template, then infused this merged 6th dimensional Template with the Undifferentiated 
Light and Love of Christ Consciousness from the 7th dimensional Template. 

 
Entering the 7th Dimensional Template 
We then entered into that 7th dimensional Template and felt its spaciousness, the unlimited 
Divine Essence and the purity of that Essence in great excitement and Joy! 

We then felt in our body the unrestricted flow of energy that was now present between the 5th 
6th 7th dimensions - pure Undifferentiated Light and Creative Love. 

Metatron: You have done well, beloveds. Ehyah Asher Ehyah! 
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Sunday PM Session Summary 
 
Closing Circle 
We shared our experiences, Love, and gratitude, and released the Etheric Crystal back to the 
Lake Portal. 

What to Practice from the 2017 Crystal Conference  
 
Always begin your work by: 

1. Clearing your field. 

2. Making sure your aura is at 100% Light in a 5th dimensional frequency. 

3. Entering our Holographic Sphere and greeting the Great Beings within it. 

4. As Way showers for humanity you must now work with great precision. Recognize the 
Dispensation you were given in January 2017, to do this work. You have to drop many 
perceptions of yourself as the individual because the 7th dimensional Template is all about 
Collective Christ Consciousness. 

Drop today this perception of masculine feminine energy. Drop the concept even of Divine 
Feminine Divine Masculine. We’ll temporarily replace it with the Yin/Yang concept. But really we 
will replace it with the concept simply of ‘Divine’. You are only defined by your Divinity. 

Even though you may see disruption in the world, do not get caught up in the chaos. 
5. Be who you ARE! Lead your life in perfection of a Light Being, pure Christed Energy. Reflect 
on what we have created during the conference, focus on what is right in the world and many 
loving, helpful people along the way. Trust that the negative is falling away out of this world. 

6. Put your attention into our Holographic Sphere, our Bubble, and draw from it the strength, 
energetics, and resources that you need, especially if you are disturbed at any point in your daily 
life. Take time and withdraw into this Bubble and reset yourself to the higher frequencies. 

7. Practice accessing, through the channels that have been opened, the Knowledge of the Blue 
Crystal, as its Blue Light shines brightly. 

8. As we did outside on Saturday afternoon, feel your feet on Mother Earth, ground into Mother 
Earth, and with the Inner Earth communities and the full Collective of our Holographic Sphere, 
project the massive Collective Light of Christ Consciousness into all parts and dimensions of the 
Earth, all communities within and on the surface of Earth, and into all the Kingdoms, so the 
Elementals can now create a higher frequency, exquisitely beautiful Earth for all Earth Beings to 
live in. 
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9. Continue to implant the Law of One we committed to on Sunday morning, into the grid of the 
Earth, so it once again becomes the consciousness of the fabric of our world. Do no harm to 
others and do no harm to yourself on any level - but live in the benevolence of Christ 
Consciousness. 


